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particle receives the blow which it requires at any particular moment to reduce it further. He gives a diagram (Fig. 114) on which are drawn curves showing (1) the rate of pulp flow, (2) energy per Ib. of pulp, (3) total pebble weight per foot length, (4) probable effective pebble weight per foot and (5) energy per foot length.
From the curves it is seen that for about a third of the length of the cone the effective pebble weight is considerably less than the total weight, but that afterwards the curves merge into one another and slope gently to zero along the axis. The rate of pulp flow is constant in the cylindrical part of the mill, and then it quickly increases as the outlet apex is approached. The energy per foot length is at a maximum at the cylindrical portion of the shell, but very soon diminishes at a rapid rate until finally it becomes zero at the exit.
Gates considers that the active zone in a Hardinge mill is really equivalent to a short tube mill. Thus an 8-foot size conical mill produces about the same effect as a 5 x 5 feet or 6 >: (5 feet tube mill, and (kites further expresses
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his belief that ** the fine crushing machine of the. future concentrating mill will be u short tube mill, followed by an cHieient sixer to remove more of the fine material than is done at present and followed bv another short tube mill."
In practice generally the liurdinge mill has proved to be better suited for producing a granular material of intermediate si/,e than for fine grinding, in which it is inferior to tube mills.
The Chilian Hill............This machine probably originated as an improvement
on its prototype, the tmpiche, see p. 140, and lias also been known as the " edge runner." It was formerly used in the Patio process for the extraction of silver from silver ores, chiefly to prepare ores for the arrastra ('/.•*'.), and is now used in the line crushing of gold ores. Its re-introduction in the United States dates from about 1904.
The Chilian mill consists of a circular cast-iron pan, to which are bolted wrought-iron sides. Runners or crashing rollers travel round a cone in the

